
Database Systems 
 
Recommended Texts: 

Elmasri & Navathe, “Fundamentals of Database Systems”, 6
th

 Edition, Addison Wesley, 2010. 

 

Topics: 

1. SQL 

Basic retrieval queries, complex SQL retrieval queries, insert, delete, and update 

statements in SQL. 

 

2. Data modeling using entity-relationship (ER) model 

Entity, attributes, keys, relationship, and constraints 

 

3. Functional dependencies and normalization 

Informal design guidelines for relation schemas, functional dependencies, normal forms 

 

4. Disk storage and indexing 

Data on external storage, hashing, and indexing structures for files 

 

5. Transaction processing and concurrency control 

Transaction processing, characterizing schedules based on serializability, two-phases 

locking, concurrency control based on time stamp ordering, multiversion concurrency 

control techniques. 

 

6. Database recovery 

The ARIES recovery algorithm 

 

 

  



Sample questions for database systems 

1. Specify the following queries on the COMPANY relational database using SQL and 

relational algebra. 

 

(1) Retrieve each department number, the number of employees, and their average salary. 

 

 

 

(2) For each project on which more than two employees work, retrieves the project number, 

the project name, and the number of employees who work on that project. 

 

 

 

(3) Make a list of project numbers for projects that involve an employee whose last name is 

‘Smith’, either as a worker or as a manager for the department that controls the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

(4) Retrieves the names of employees who have no dependents. 

 



2. Consider the following relation: 

R (Doctor#, Patient#, Date, Diagnosis, Treat_code, Charge) 

In this relation, a tuple describes a visit of a patient to a doctor along with a treatment code 

and daily charge.  Assume that diagnosis is determined (uniquely) for each patient by a 

doctor.  Assume that each treatment code has a fixed charge (regardless of patient).  Is this 

relation in 2NF?  Justify your answer and decompose if necessary.  Then argue whether 

further normalization to 3NF is necessary, and if so, perform it.  

3. Consider the three transactions T1, T2, and T3, and the schedules S1 and S2 given below. 

Draw the serializibility (precedence) graphs for S1 and S2 and state whether each schedule 

is serializable or not. If a schedule is serializable, write down the equivalent serial 

schedule(s). 

 

T1: r1(x); r1(z); w1(x) 

T2: r2(z); r2(y); w2(z); w2(y) 

T3: r3(x); r3(y); w3(y) 

S1: r1(x); r2(z); r1(x); r3(x); r3(y); w1(x); w3(y); r2(y); w2(z); w2(y) 

S2: r1(x); r2(z); r3(x); r1(z); r2(y); r3(y); w1(x); w2(z); w3(y); w2(y) 

 

4. A PARTS file with Part# as hash key includes records with the following Part# values: 2369, 

3760, 4692, 4871, 5659, 1821, 1074, 7115, 1620, 2428, 3943, 4750, 6975, 4981, 9208. The 

file uses 8 buckets, numbered 0 to 7. Each bucket is one disk block and holds two records.  

(1) Load these records into the file in the given order using the hash function h(K)=K mod 8. 

Calculate the average number of block accesses for a random retrieval on Part#. 

(2) Load these records into expandable hash files based on linear hashing. Start with a single 

disk block, using the hash function h0 = K mod 2
0
, and show how the file grows and how 

the hash functions change as the records are inserted. Assume that blocks are split 

whenever an overflow occurs, and show the value of n at each stage. 
 

 


